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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear all,
This newsletter is a bit different from our previous ones with less “news” but will give
you an insight of how 4Kenya is doing. As many other organizations, we’ve been
severely impacted by the COVID-19 Pandemic.
On the 20th of March we had to send all our students and most of our employees
home, as per the Governments directives. We managed to finalize the 1st academic
quarter via e-learning. This abrupt change came with many challenges for our
students, especially those who are living in remote areas. Some do not have access to
a smartphone or laptop at home, lack a stable WIFI connection and some students
can’t afford to pay for internet bundles.
For our teachers it was also a big challenge to adjust to a new digital teaching
environment. However aided by Google classrooms and Zoom meetings, we were
able to adjust and accept this new way of living and learning.
To be fair to all students, we decided to postpone their exams until after we could
open our doors again. We were geared up to do this in September. Despite the
continuing covid-19 impact within Kenya, the Government announced the re-opening
of Colleges and Universities from 5th of October.
This was good news however when we surveyed our students for their opinions on
whether they were ready to report back in October, we found that most of them were
only willing to come back in January 2021. The main reasons given were:
fear of being infected with Covid-19 if they came back to school; and lack of money.
Most parents were struggling financially after having little or no income for almost 6
months and so needed more time to raise the school fees.
We managed to bring back only our final students who are pursuing their 3-year
Diploma in Nutrition and Dietetics. This group that was due to be examined by Kenya
National Examination Council in July of this year, but that was cancelled due to the
pandemic. The exams have now been rescheduled for January and the candidates
are currently doing their last field attachment. We successfully posted them across 3
Public Hospitals within Kwale County for their 3 months practice.
We’re working to make the school “Corona proof” in line with the requirements and
protocols set by the Ministry of Health. We’ve missed our students and colleagues
very much and are looking forward to seeing them back in January 2021!
We wish you all a happy and healthy holiday.
Warm regards,
Marie and 4Kenya team
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END OF 5-YEAR EU PROJECT – SUPPORTING THE KWALE GOVERNMENT
THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATED MEDICINE
On 31st of January 2020 we officially ended this five-year EU
project implementation in partnership with the Ministry of
Health Kwale County, HHA and several Research partners.
I would like to thank our dear colleague and good friend
Richard Pitt. He has worked tirelessly as a consultant and
fulfilled the role of Educational Director and is now taking the
backseat in our School Board.
Richard Pitt

Below you will see a brief summary of our achievements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training of 400 students in Nutrition, Community Health and Homeopathy
Setting up 24 Community Health Units (CU’s) where we trained 240 Community Health
Volunteers (CHV’s).
Design and implementation of the open source Health Information System “DHIS-2
tracker” which enables the CHV’s to collect health data in the communities.
Obtaining an Open Defecation Free (ODF) Certificate for 24 villages - meaning that no
one in those villages is now defecating in the open.
Carried out several Integrated Medicine Research projects. We’re satisfied with the
outcome of the positive effectiveness of integrated approaches to healthcare.
Running of 18 homeopathic medicine and nutrition clinics.
Outreach programs like “World AIDS Day” which always takes place on the 1st of
December.

4Kenya project team
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NUFFIC FUNDED OKP PROJECT
Skills for Health professions education East Africa (SHEA)
We have some good news and are happy to be part of a new project!
The main applicant of this interesting Grant is the Maastricht University. We’re very
grateful that our partner North Coast Medical Training College (NCMTC) approached
us to be part of the Kenyan consortium together with Pwani University. We celebrated
on 30th of October the official opening and are very much looking forward to join forces
and to accomplish all set goals of this ambitious project.
At the end of October two of our staff have also already been part of a 3-day training
workshop held at NCMTC. The training was facilitated by 2 facilitators from Maastricht
University in the Netherlands. The objective of this training was to improve the
communication skills for health workers using simulated patients.

From left to right:
Geraldine Beaujean, Director SHE Collaborates, Maastricht University
Ann Soita, Deputy Principal Kenya School for Integrated Medicine
Marianne Darwinkel, Director North Coast Medical Training College

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEW INTAKE: JANUARY 2021
Currently we’re busy dealing with all the new applications for our Community Health
and Nutrition programs. Our assessments and exams are accredited by Curriculum
Development Assessment Certification (CDACC) and the Kenya National
Examinations Council (KNEC). The main focus of our way of teaching is Competency
Based Learning.
Due to the rising mental illnesses, especially now with the negative impact on our wellbeing due to Covid-19, there is a great need to increase the courses for Counselling
Psychology. We’re also aiming to start Social Work and Community Development
which will enhance the empowerment of our communities in terms of social and
economic development.
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BIG THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS
We wish to thank the European Union, Lions Club Berlin Sophie Charlotte and
Stichting Middelbusker-Stevens for their great support!
We appreciate the wonderful support we
received from our dear friend Gisela
Kissing, who raised money for our
Education Fund with her beautiful painting
“Happiness and Hope”.
Many thanks also to Regina and Reinhard,
Annelie Smits, Olivier Bakker and John
Morgan, Mrs. Clara Raadsen, Arno
Schneider from Must Commit B.V., as well
as the great support we have received
from Frans Nauta!
Gisela Kissing
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CURRENT FUNDRAISING NEEDS
Due to the drastic financial impact COVID-19 has had on 4Kenya, the school hasn’t
been able to generate income since March. We are asking you to support us with the
below needed funds:
1) Making the School corona “proof” including setting up handwashing stations,
additional sanitising equipment and the purchase of the required awareness
banners, thermometers and a receiving tent at the main entrance.
2) Student Revolving HELB Fund and scholarships: We offer most students
financial support to study and need additional funds to continue with this. We
work with the Kenyan Government HELB (Higher Learning Loan Board) to
assist students with their tuition fees.
3) Infrastructure development: We’re raising funds to build expand our
classrooms in order to adhere to the COVID-19 protocols whereby students will
need to be sitting with 1,5 metres apart from each other.
4) Teacher capacity building and education: As we develop and expand our
programmes into competency-based education, we have to embark on training
programmes for teachers and expand our capacity at our institution. This
requires investment in skills, materials, trainings, and many other things,
including hiring new teachers to cover all our courses.
5) E-Learning platforms: As we move forward in developing our programmes,
we need to invest in the technology needed to further set up a good E-Learning
model for the college.
To achieve our goals in 2021 we will need to raise 100,000 Euro and would be
grateful for any support you are able to give us.
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